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Note that since f(j)E.H c for 7GS0, P(II, ƒ) consists of exactly /* elements of 4 n . DEFINITION. P* is k-parameter set of i4 n if and only if P* = P(II, ƒ) for some partition II and mapping ƒ. Of course, we say that Pk is a k-parameter subset of the /-parameter set PiQA n if PkQPi and P* is a ^-parameter set of A".
The main results. THEOREM This is similar to a result of R. Rado [3] . COROLLARY WAERDEN [2] ). Given integers k and r there exists an integer N(k t r) such that if n*zN(k, r) and the set I n is partitioned into r classes, then at least one class contains an arithmetic progression of length k. Finally, as a more powerful application, let C n denote an w-dimensional cube in E n . Let us say that a set S* of 2 k vertices of C n forms a k-subspace of C n if Sk is contained in some fe-dimensional euclidean subspace of E n . 
For each choice of positive integers k, I, r there exists an
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COROLLARY 6. Given integers I and r and a finite field GF(q) there exists an integer N(l, r, q) such that if n^N(l t r, q) and the 1-dimensional subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space V over GF(q) are partitioned into r classes, then V contains an l-dimensional subspace V' all of whose l-dimensional subspaces are in one class.
This follows from Theorem 2 by taking
COROLLARY 7. Given integers k, I, r there exists an integer N(k, I, r) such that if«^ N(k, I, r) and the k-sub spaces of C
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Thus, the original partition of the fe-parameter sets P k into r classes induces a partition of (k -1) -parameter sets Pfc-i to which we can apply the induction hypothesis. It turns out that the "remaining" fe-parameter sets can be naturally embedded in a large parameter set to which we can again apply the preceding argument. After a large number of iterations of this procedure, we are left with a configuration of blocks of "remaining" ^-parameter sets which in a certain sense is isomorphic to a large parameter set in which the blocks are identified with points. By then partitioning these point-blocks according to the way in which the corresponding constituent ^-parameter subsets have been partitioned and applying 5(0; t{, • • • , ti) for suitable //,•••, ti we can extract a configuration of ^-parameter sets from which the induction step can be completed fairly directly. Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 with little difficulty. As might be expected, the bounds provided on M(k, /, r) by this proof are extremely large.
